
Liber Antares: A Non-Semitic Anti-Judaic Christian Book of Shadows For Adepts & Beyond

Introduction:

We have set out here to write a new evolved System of Magick and Alchemy not based upon the Order 
of Nine Angles or Tempel ov Blood but which takes the old clay and moulds it into something new 
which does not follow Magian Ethos and is still subversive in ideal only.

The archetypes of a working must be there, the senses all of them must be engaged, there must be a 
manifestation or presence – that is to say spirt mind -- of the unmanifest under the direction of immense
emotional energy generated which leaves one exhausted.  Here rituals are done once a month for each 
goal until a year passes. And then there are the workings themselves for seven months following four 
stages appropriate to each planet.

The Spheres:

Seven Oxonians of Ur

'In the shadow of the temple my friend and I saw a blind man sitting alone. And my friend said, 
“Behold the wisest man of our land.” 
Then I left my friend and approached the blind man and greeted him. And we conversed. 
After a while I said, “Forgive my question; but since when has thou been blind?” 
“From my birth,” he answered. 
Said I, “And what path of wisdom followest thou?” 
Said he, “I am an astronomer.” 
Then he placed his hand upon his breast saying, “I watch all these suns and moons and stars.”' 
— The Astronomer by Khalil Gibran 

al-Qamar القمر – the Moon
Traditional colour: white or silver

The Moon rules our unconscious and via engaging in recognizing said unconscious and here 
unconscious means via the Sinister side of ourselves that is not recognized or allowed to be recognized 
in today’s society so is creating a de-evolution of humanity into a state of extinction along with the 
Cosmos itself perhaps. The Sinister side drives our actions without us knowing so it can by it’s very 
nature terrifying but it can never fully control us unless we consciously decide to act upon it. It is the 
entry to the first stage Separation [1]. Aeonic Moon Magick can be Sinister to society as it gifts them 
with said knowledge.

Godforms:

Iah-Djehuty
Khonsu
Hilâl
Qamar



[1] Separation in the causal and mind the internalizing said event to act in accord with the will which 
must be Sinister or adversarial to the self in the very least unless one is sufficiently Sinister which no 
one is today. Initialization of alchemical change in the acausal form with by causal time and experience
with some guidance via books or aurally becomes wisdom which allows you to reintegrate the psyche 
then incorporate itself in itself and form something new.



First Knowledge Lecture for the Moon and the Inquisitive Acquier 

This for those who desire to grasp the Mystery of Initation and those who are seeking to become via the
Occult: Mystics with a personal gain in mind or curious nature as given in the Dr Faustus stories that 
can only be given by confronting the forbidden or esoteric. As the exoteric is all around us or given to 
us in a form which is not understandable in modern times and so distorted by intellectual lemmings 
online. So if someone was being self-aware they should listen and if they want to follow a more 
complex yet less rewarding system such as the Golden Dawn then do so.

Jannat Addan is one of the names for this Sphere but under context of what we are saying means: you 
repent for your old ways in the true sense of repentance and embrace and submit to that which is weird 
or wyrdeful [1]. When we are self-actualized and able to act as true Adepts who are beyond limitations 
of good and evil, good and bad, and outside of time itself as individuals able to enact themselves in 
accordance to their will of pathei-mathos. 

In the early stages we think due to our own sheer will to imagine and dream we can make the Universe 
project for us some reality that is ideal in accordance to will. Which only very few of us can do often 
due to their own birth parents and uncontrollable factors. Which in an adversarial sense one who lives 
within wyrde and is ethical – (compassionate, empathetic and honourable to one’s true self – a strong 
person always does good no matter what the cost is impersonally for evil or adversarial to the old self 
created for us by others). The universe is a manifestation of the mind of God and via our consciousness 
we can too become like God use our thoughts to become actions which project reality for us in 
accordance to thoughts arising from will or unconscious influences we are still under control over. The 
mind must understand the world around it first as the mind of others collectively or as a whole and then
choose to act in alignment with our will. We can also choose once sufficiently advanced or aware that 
we can influence the collective whole ourselves with our will. And that of the supernatural and God 
himself. Which is a constant ebb and flow of causal effects called karma from a source of non-
existence which exists because we will it to exist and always will exist as a result.

Jannatul Firdaus then can be understood as understanding the Seven Hermetic Principles of Alchemy. 
And is the first stage of such a process to doing so involves the first two:

Mentalism – knowing our conscious nature makes us have thoughts which shape our minds to manifest 
what is unmanifest hence projecting reality.

Correspondence – knowing the results of thoughts create actions for ourselves and others, and likewise 
the thoughts of others influence our own actions and perhaps a supernatural force or forces which we 
influence or are influenced by. Example here is if you think enough about getting rich and desire it you 
will according to your own will to power go out and obtain riches or suffer for doing then repent if you 
become rich and famous and give to charity you will be seen as a good man who shares his wealth but 
if you hoard it others make see you as greedy and sly.

Or more easily comprehensible to the average reader: realizing one is suffering or causing suffering 
therefore seeks to repent by becoming self-actualized or undergoing self-actualization under guidance 
of the higher self.



[1] Old English word for one’s personal destiny or fate but meaning to us here we initially do not know 
what fate has in store for us but we can sense our destinies in that which we both dream of and aspire to
be via our ideals therefore recognize the archetypes and synchronicities which is like the novel The 
Alchemist calling us to do that is right for us and thus gifts us providence of will). 

Def. Providence of Will: divine guidance or care from fate or life itself as we act in accordance to 
Nature, Cosmos, the energies of the Current Era in its true sense. It is sustained and guides human 
destiny. In accordance to what we have accepted as our own personal will which we have a desire to 
fulfill as it rewards ourselves as individuals greatness in terms of wealth, influence, pleasure, etc and 
punishes us by acts of tempting fate by carrying out dishonorable cowardly deeds out of our own hubris
that is not in accordance with this and therefore results in bad fortune, sickness, disease, death, and 
tragedy. And when we lose this sort of sense we begin to die spiritually and have a will to death. It is up
to the individual to find their own path which nets nothing in material terms nor emotional or 
spiritually should be abandoned for another.

Def. Providence: two meanings divine care or guidance and sustaining powerful force that is 
unstoppable destiny which we can choose to follow dutifully or suffer the consequences of for acting 
against.

Def. Fate: is understood as αἶσα or aisa or moira which has three aspects: fate itself, destiny – which is 
a more numinous form of fate, and our own personal will. It is our reactions to adversary which if we 



do not triumph over our old selves to enact αἰσίμη and αἴσῐμος which we must accept and choose by 
inaction ie Wu-wei or non-doing given it’s nature will result in self-excellence. The former or first in 
the masculine sense of hubris leading to suffering then our own demise or the latter following our 
empathy then out of compassion leading to circumstances which are tragic, unforeseeable, personal 
suffering, etc. 


